Human reliance and dominance are ubiquitous in sustaining a high-quality large software system. Automatically assigning the right solution providers to the maintenance task at hand is arguably as important as providing the right tool support for it. Two maintenance tasks related to assignment and assistance to software developers and reviewers are addressed, and solutions are proposed. The key insight behind these proposed solutions is the analysis and use of micro-levels of human-to-code and human-to-human interactions (eg., code review). We analyzed code reviews that are managed by Gerrit and found different markers of developer expertise associated with the source code changes and their acceptance, time line, and human roles and feedback involved in the reviews. We formed a developer-expertise model from these markers and showed its application in bug triaging. Specifically, we derived a developer recommendation approach for an incoming change request, named rDevX , from this expertise model. Additionally, we present an approach, namely cHRev , to automatically recommend reviewers who are best suited to participate in a given review, based on their historical contributions as demonstrated in their prior reviews. Furthermore, a comparative study on other previous approaches for developer recommendation and reviewer recommendation was performed. The metrics recall and MRR were used to measure their quantitative effectiveness. Results show that the proposed approaches outperform the subjected competitors with statistical significance.
RESEARCH PROBLEM AND MOTIVA-TION
Software products are constantly growing in terms of size, complexity, and application domains, among other things. It is not uncommon in large open source projects to receive several bug reports and new feature requests daily [2] . The development units, i.e., individuals and teams, need to perform several tasks such as validating these change requests, assigning them to the developers(s), implement the necessary changes to the source code, review the code changes, and then assembling them into a (new) release to the user base. The quality and velocity of maintenance and evolution tasks are in many ways a direct reflection of the individuals or teams who perform them. Unfortunately, the knowledge or expertise of developers is oftentimes not readily documented or easily available in large, distributed projects such as open source software development. For example it is not always easy to determine who has the most expertise given a particular change request to fix. Another common problem faced by authors of source code changes is that of identifying the best reviewers for their source code change, especially for newcomers to a codebase or those changing parts of the code with shared ownership by many people. Two key tasks related to developers involved in developing and evolving large-scale software systems are 1) finding the the most appropriate developers to resolve an incoming change request (Developer Recommendation) and 2) finding the most appropriate reviewers to code review a source code change (Code Reviewer Recommendation). Automatic approaches are much needed to help developers handling these two task during the software evolution phase. Two approaches called rDevX and cHRev [15] are proposed in this research study to fullfill this need.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Developer Recommendation: Numerous approaches have been proposed to formulate the expertise of developers in source code from software repositories [2, 9, 3, 8, 6, 1, 4, 13] . Source-code-version archives, i.e., commits, are the most commonly analyzed repositories for this purpose. The underlying premise of these approaches is that developers who contributed changes to specific source code entities are knowledgeable or experts of those entities. Their expertise is predominately determined from their commit activity and their roles as code owners or authors or maintainers. Although, developer expertise modelled in such a way provides several important aspects, we posit that it is limited in scope and size. Commit repositories only capture the end Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the Owner/Author. Copyright is held by the owner/author(s). points, i.e., macro events, of software maintenance or evolution tasks (e.g., accepted code changes for bug fixes), and do not necessarily capture the means, i.e., micro events, associated to achieve them (e.g., reviewer to author role change). The question is where to find the records of these means and how could they help in forming an enhanced and more effective developer expertise model?
Code Reviewer Recommendation: Selecting and assigning reviewers to a review process was one of the managers' responsibilities in traditional inspection, which was done manually [7] . Unfortunately, there has been little effort in building automatic approaches to recommend the most suitable reviewers in modern code review process, which includes [12, 11, 5] . Balachandran [5] proposed a GIT blame like line oriented approach which is based on commit activity of reviewers. Proposed approaches by [11, 12] are based on the past reviews of files with similar names and paths. These approaches outperform Balachandran's approach, this proves that using code review history performs better than using commit history. Approaches provided by [11, 12] do not look into other attributes of the past contributions of the reviews (e.g., how much and when) and is limited to whether a reviewer contributed or not. It does not consider the amount of contributions (feedback comments and days) in each past review and their temporal recency.
APPROACHES AND UNIQUENESS
Two approaches rDevX and cHRev are proposed for Developer Recommendation and Code Reviewer Recommendation respectively. The key insight behind these approaches is the analysis and use of micro-levels of human-to-human and human-to-code interactions from code review history.
Developer Recommendation: We found several insights in code review history that suggest code review archives provide a valuable source for inferring developer expertise in source code. It includes human feedback, which drives whether a proposed code change needs to be revised, and eventually accepted or abandoned. Only accepted source code changes are merged to the code base. That is, it is one of the sources that captures the means adopted in reviewing and revising not only the patches that eventually get merged, but also those abandoned. Additionally, code review captures two main roles for developer: 1) The owner is the one who submits the proposed code change or patch for review and 2) A reviewer is the one who reviews the proposed change, provide feedback on it, and/or accept it. These aspects are not captured in commit repositories. We considered markers of developer expertise associated with the source code changes and their acceptance, and human roles and feedback involved in the reviews. We considered two types of measures:1) frequency and 2) recency. rDevX is the application of the proposed developer expertise model from code reviews for the developer recommendation task in bug triaging. rDevX first uses the K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) algorithm to locate relevant units of source code (e.g., files and classes) that match the given textual description of a change request or reported issue [14] . Then for each of the relevant files from the above step, it computes the expertise score using the developer expertise model from the reviews contributed prior to the snapshot time which the issue was reported. A ranking mechanism from these scores is used to arrive at a ranked list of recommended developers.
Code Reviewer Recommendation: cHRev rests on two key insights. The first is that reviewers are not necessarily confined to developers who may have committed changes to source code previously. For example, there may be team members who own other related features and/or source code modules or who do not work on code directly that have the expertise to provide quality code review feedback. The second is that expertise changes over time and thus both the frequency and recency must be accounted for to find the most appropriate reviewers. cHRev , takes a code change submitted for review and mines the archives of reviews, i.e., review history (review comments), from the code review system (e.g., Gerrit) to recommend a ranked list of candidates for reviewing the given code change. That is, for each source code file inside the code change, it forms a reviewer expertise model based on how many, who performed, and when reviews were performed on it in the past. The cumulative contributions of the reviewer for all the source code files in a given code change are scored to arrive at a ranked list of candidate reviewers.
RESULTS
Developer Recommendation: An empirical study on open source systems Eclipse Platform, Mylyn, and OpenStack Nova was conducted to assess the effectiveness of rDevX . A comparative study on another previous approach that use commit history for developer recommendation was performed [10] . Additionally, to assess the potential orthogonally between the commits and review, we compared rDevX with a combined approach from reviews and commits. The metrics recall and MRR (Mean Reciprocal Rank) were used to measure their effectiveness. Results show that rDevX outperforms the subjected competitor with statistical significance. rDevX could provide a recall gain of up to 75% with equivalent or improved MRR values by up to 41%.
Code Reviewer Recommendation: We evaluate the effectiveness of cHRev on open source systems Android Platform, Eclipse Platform, and Mylyn as well as a commercial codebase at Microsoft and compare it to the state of the art in reviewer recommendation. We show that by leveraging the specific information in previously completed reviews (i.e., quantification of review comments and their recency), we are able to dramatically improve on the performance of prior approaches, which (limitedly) operate on generic review information (i.e., reviewers of similar source code file and path names) [12, 11] or source code repository data [5] . Results show that cHRev could provide a recall gain of up to 84% for open source systems and a recall gain of up to 162% for Microsoft Office with equivalent or improved MRR values by up to 85% and 141%.
CONTRIBUTION
We first build a developer expertise model from code review data then we show the application of the developerexpertise model for the task of developer recommendation. developer expertise models and automatically recommending developers for bug triaging using code reviews have not been investigated yet. Additionally we build a code reviewer recommendation which help the assigned developers to find the right reviewers to review their submitted code change (e.g., bug fix). The proposed code reviewer recommendation approach is the only approach in state of art which considers both frequency and recency of reviewers activity.
